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Consumer report apparel

Clothing Accessories &amp; Other Clothes includes all minor clothing segments that cannot be clearly assigned to the rest of the larger categories. This includes leather clothes, children's and children's clothes, gloves, ties and bow ties, hats and caps, as well as clothing accessories
(including minor segments, not displayed individually). The recovery in online shopping and the continued expansion of major textile chains lead to increasing pressure on price levels in an ever-growing total market, which is just one explanation for its steady growth. The most valuable
fashion brands in the industry are Inditex, H&amp;M, GAP, Fast Retailing and TJX. OutlookOverviewSeeviews and sales figuresFront regional Revenue and growthCo comparisonKPIEuropeUnited StatesChinaSouth AmericaOverviewThis worldwide revenues in billions of dollars of revenue
per capita in US$ in 2018Primo-10 per capita revenue in US$ in comparisonKPI 2018 Future forecast with CAGR in billions of US$ for RegionEuropeUnited States ChinaSouth America YONKERS, NY - L.L. Bean, Zappos and Lands' End were among the highest rated e-tailers in Consumer
Reports' survey of more than 25,000 subscribers to their online clothing shopping experiences in 39 online stores. These retailers, who scored 92, 91, and 89 points respectively, tended to provide superior clothing quality, more accurate descriptions and sizing information, an informative
website, and an easy way to order and return items. Other retailers who did well in value, quality, fit and selection included Duluth Trading and Cabela's. The ratings reflect subscriber experiences with up to two clothing purchases from January 2007 to June 2008. A score of 100 would
mean that all respondents are fully satisfied, 80 mean on average very satisfied; 60, quite well satisfied. Differences of less than 5 points are not significant. The survey revealed that 85% of respondents were very or completely satisfied with their experiences of buying clothes online. This is
a higher satisfaction score than most other services cr has recently measured. Only 3% of respondents expressed dissatisfaction. People over the age of 40 were generally more satisfied than younger respondents. Buyers experienced relatively few issues, and most of them were resolved
quickly. None of the 39 online clothing stores rated by Consumer Reports were highly rated, but readers gave worse ratings in areas including quality, website, ordering and adaptation for Chadwick (75), Haband (72) and Newport News (71). Most people still buy clothes in real stores, but
the tide could turn. The year Americans ordered more clothing, accessories and shoes online - worth nearly $23 billion - than any other category of merchandise. Consumers will save gas and avoid crowds by shopping online, said Tod Marks, senior project editor, Consumer Reports. They
shouldn't be nervous about the result as CR ratings include a wide range of high-rated stores across the board. The complete ratings of the online clothing store are December issue of Consumer Reports, on sale November 4 and online at www.consumerreports.org. Here's what else CR
has learned to shop for clothing online: a big name is not a guarantee. At the Old Navy, readers rated the quality of clothing excellent for only 32% of purchases; at Sears, only 29 percent. Victoria's Secret, Gap, JCPenney and Kohl went much the same way. Get fit, usually. Overall, the
clothes turned out to be too big or too small only 7% of the time. There were more problems with size accuracy at Sears, Woman Within, Chadwick's, Haband and Newport News. There were many happy returns. Respondents asked for a refund or exchange for one in four purchases. They
were not satisfied with the result only 3% of the time, although 15% said the cost of returning the items was high. One site declared himself excellent: Zappos, which focuses on shoes and offers free delivery and free return shipping. 5 tips for online shopping: sign up for bargains. If you sign
up for email alerts from your favorite e-tailers, you'll hear about exclusive online specials. Consider yourself a corporate credit card. CR doesn't encourage shoppers to get into debt, but if you're a frequent shopper in a store, a dedicated debit card often offers perks. An L.L. Bean card at no
annual cost, for example, entitles users to free shipping and returns, free monogramming, and the ability to earn coupons. Buy what you know. Respondents who had previously purchased the same item were more inclined to be fully satisfied than first-time buyers (52% compared to 44%).



Look for generous return policies. Lands' End, for example, promotes this guarantee: If you are not satisfied with any item, return it to us at any time for an exchange or refund of its purchase price. Well. every time. All the time. Find out if you can come back locally. Some online businesses
have you ship returns, even if they run walk-in stores, but others allow you to leave the merchandise in any store. We use cookies essential for the proper functioning of this site. Please click Accept to help us improve its usefulness with additional cookies. Discover our use of cookies and
collaboration with some social media and trusted analytics partners here. Accept Use Minimum Essential Cookies From direct-to-consumer to private label, new platforms and retail outlets are disrupting the way consumers buy clothing. What are the predictions of industry consultants
Marshal Cohen and Matt Powell for the future of the industry? With the insights of Marshal Cohen and Matt Powell In 2017, the clothing market fell by 2.4%. The they have been more selective than ever in terms of the way in which they have allocated their expenditure. Overall expenditure
is shifting; consumers have a more busy spend, leaving less money for retail purchases. New platforms and retail outlets are disrupting the way consumer shopping evolves and how it will change in the future. Here's how we expect the future of clothing to be in 2018 and beyond. Marshal
Marshal Chief Industry Advisor, Retail Healthcare will continue to erode disposable income. Health premiums and deductibles skyrocketed much faster than inflation and earnings in the United States, taking up a significant portion of workers' earnings. This leaves less portfolio share for
discretionary spending. Consumers will take advantage of automatic refueling. Consumers want convenience and a seamless shopping experience. The essentials and basic items will become more automatic and consumers will automatically refuel regularly. Automatic replenishment
accounts for 30% of committed consumption by 2025. The direct-to-consumer will grow and the subscription will return. As brands struggle for retail, they have to sell directly to consumers to maintain volume. Retail growth and dollars will also come from the subscription model, which has
declined but is again increasing in popularity among fashion, food, home and youth products. Matt Powell Vice President, Senior Industry Advisor, Sports Private label will continue to thrive. While total clothing fell by 2% in 2017, the private label grew by 6%. The private label will take a huge
leap forward, returning to vogue with retailers as they try to build unique assortments and control their prices more closely. More retailers will use the private brand as a defense against how promotional other brands have become. Athleisure will win. The future is bright for the athleisure
market. The affinity of consumers to dress more casually and comfortably will drive growth, although such growth will slow down as we get through the acquisition phase and switch to replenishment. Uniqueness will drive the market. Gen Z was asked to describe himself in a word; that word
was unique. This group wants unique products from unique brands, sold by unique retailers. When it's time to make critical decisions that impact the future of your business, imagine how much safer you'll be when you know what that future holds. Our new report, The Future of Apparel,
includes biennial forecasts for six major categories and more than 175 subcategories based on our Retail Tracking Service - Total Measured Market (TMM). In addition, it gives you the in-depth consumer information you need to understand exactly how current and future clothing shoppers
play into our forecasts. Learn more about the future of clothing. Contact your NPD account representative. We wanted to find out what information consumers would like fashion brands to share when it comes to social and environmental impacts, and better understand what role consumers
think governments and laws should play in ensuring that clothing is produced in a sustainable way. was conducted by Ipsos MORI between 5 and 9 October 2018. We intend to conduct this survey again in 2020 to see how consumer attitudes have changed. This survey is part of Trade Fair,
Live Fair, a three-year project funded by the European Commission that brings together 35 fair trade community partners across the Fair Trade community. solidarity. The EU raises public awareness and contributes to achieving objective 12.8 of the UN Framework for Sustainable
Development: ensuring that, by 2030, people around the world have the relevant information and awareness for sustainable development and lifestyles in harmony with nature. KEY RESULTS What social and environmental problems fashion consumers find important More than one in three
people consider social (38%) and environmental (37%) impacts when buying clothes. More people (39%) said that buying clothes made by workers paid a fair wage and subsistence is important of any other topic interviewed, including: environmental protection (37%), safe working
conditions (31%), animal welfare (30%), local production (10%) and the use of recycled materials (6%). Most people think it's important for fashion brands to reduce their long-term impacts on the world by addressing global poverty, climate change, environmental protection, and gender
inequality. 72% of people said fashion brands should do more to improve the lives of women making clothes, shoes and accessories. Most consumers think the government should retain fashion brands to take into account social and environmental impacts 68% of people agreed that the
government has a role to play in ensuring that clothing (including shoes and accessories) is produced in a sustainable way. Most consumers also agreed that fashion brands should be required by law to: respect the human rights of all those involved in the production of their products (77%)
protect the environment at every stage of the production of its products (75%) provide information on the social impacts of their activity (68%) provide information on the environmental impacts of their business (72%) say if they pay the workers who make their products a fair wage and
subsistence (72%) Most consumers think fashion brands should be more transparent Most consumers want to know more about the clothes they buy: 67% of people would like fashion brands to tell them where the materials used in their products come from; 59% would like to know how
their clothes are made; 61% of people are interested in knowing what fashion brands are doing to minimize their impacts on the environment and protect the human rights of their workers; 59% of people are interested in learning what fashion brands do to improve people's lives in the
companies where they produce their products. When choosing a fashion brand to buy, consumers said it's important for brands: to publish how products are on the packaging (72%) explain which products are made on the packaging (77%) clarify where materials, ingredients and
components come from and who manufactured the product (77%) share detailed information about wages and working conditions for people in its global supply chain (66%) provide information on how they apply socially responsible practices (70%) provide information about how they apply
responsible practices (74%) 80% of consumers think that fashion brands should publish the factories used to make their clothes. 77% of consumers think that fashion brands should publish which suppliers they use to get the materials used in their clothes. AND AFTER THAT? Fashion
Revolution will use this research to inspire consumers, businesses and governments to each play their part in driving long-term change at the industry level towards a fairer, safer, cleaner and more transparent future for the fashion industry. Industry.
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